Practical

Vehicle Familiarisation

The IAM RoadSmart Vehicle Familiarisation
course will ensure your drivers are equipped
with skills they need to drive your vehicles
safely.
This practical-based course is available to
drivers with all levels of experience,
competence and confidence.
The course objectives are to familiarise drivers
with a vehicle type they may not have driven
before, to develop awareness around the
various vehicle features and dynamics and to
explore the associated risks.

Vehicle types

LCV

Format

Practical

Duration

Half day

Full day

Trainer to delegate ratio

1:1

1:3

Book your course here:
Call: 0870 120 2910
Email: business@iam.org.uk
Click: www.iamroadsmart.com/business

How can this course benefit me?

Why choose us?

Driving a new or unfamiliar vehicle can be stressful
and unnerving. Our course will help your drivers to
seamlessly transition between their private vehicle
and your company vehicle and reduce the risk of
incidents arising because of vehicle familiarity
issues.

At IAM RoadSmart, we make better drivers and
riders. As a registered UK charity formed in 1956,
our aim has remained the same over 60 years - to
make our roads safer by improving the skills of
drivers and riders.

Your drivers will benefit by learning:







to deal safely with hazards where vehicle
weight is critical
the width, length, height and weight
considerations necessary to choose safe
gaps to park and manoeuvre
the various technical aids and warning
devices specific to the vehicle
the ergonomics between driver and vehicle
the vehicles’ blind spots (particularly
relevant to low speed manoeuvring)

Our customers are post-licence drivers and riders,
of any age and ability. Our services are designed to
teach new skills, improve existing ones and provide
confidence and knowledge to get the most from
being on the road.

Our experts develop the skills of drivers and riders
through recognised training and offer friendly
advice and support.

Twitter: @DriveForWork
Facebook: IAMRoadSmart
LinkedIn: IAMRoadSmart
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